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THE WEEK

Fri. Feb 13 - Sweethearts Ball, 8:30-12:00, Allison Mansion & Women's Retreat at Little Flower
Sat. Feb 14 - Varsity Basketball at Marion, 8 p.m. & Women's Retreat
Sun. Feb 15- Bus to Hockey Game & Women's Retreat
Mon. Feb 16- Movie 9 p.m. & Intramurals & Swimming
Tues. Feb 17- Biology Lecture on Sperm Production in SAC & Swimming
Wed. Feb 18- Girl's Basketball CH Gym 7 p.m. & World Series Film 4:30 p.m.
Thurs. Feb 19- Speaker on VD, Clare Hall Lounge 8 p.m.

The views in this publication are those of the individual writer and do not necessarily reflect those of Marian College.
In November of 1975, the Student Affairs Committee submitted to Marian College an update of the final report of the Committee on Student's Self-Study and Planning Commission for the 70's. This update consisted of the 25 recommendations made by the Committee on Students and the action taken to date on these recommendations by the college. Recommendation no. 19 of this report stated: "A thorough study should be undertaken to determine the basis for student disagreement with the statement, 'college social program is successful.'" No action has been taken on this recommendation. This inaction by the college is justified by the following rationale. "From a cross-sectional poll of the day students, the majority of those polled considered the Marian College social program a supplement to their social life with the major part of their social activities off-campus. In a random sampling of Marian College students during the summer of 1975, 5% of the returns indicates social as the number two reason for attending Marian College, 35% indicated social as the number three (0% for the number one reason); Of those selecting social, 89% indicated that the Marian College program was meeting their expectations in this area."

This rationale is so asinine that it seems almost redundant to discuss its flaws. Since the "cross-section poll" was comprised entirely of day student opinion it appears only natural that they should consider Marian College as a supplement to their social life. They live in Indianapolis and have friends and acquaintances off-campus. They are not stranded on this campus 24 hours a day as are many students who live here. Does it not seem ludicrous that no poll was taken during the winter and spring semesters to determine the opinion of those students residing on campus?

As for the random sampling taken during the summer of 1975, it is only natural that students would rank order social activity as less than their primary reason for attending Marian College as important. The majority of many students who live here.

The following regulations are set down as guidelines to promote the purpose of the residence. Although they are constantly being evaluated by CHB and Staff, no attempt has been made to state those things which good taste and judgment, example, common courtesy, and consideration, demand in group living. Should the need to be more specific arise, residents, through the elected representatives of CHB make written recommendations to the Dean of Women.

Hours: Sun.-Thurs.---12 Midnight
Fri.-Sat.-------2 a.m. and 21 yr. olds
Freshman study hours-1st semester
- 3 study nights, Sun.-Thurs. 8-10 p.m.
- 2nd semester
- 2 study nights, Sun.-Thurs. 8-10 p.m.
- study hours are waived for Dean’s list freshmen

Special Hours: Formal or semi-formal off campus dances and the Senior party, 2 a.m. permissions, Prom, 3 a.m. permissions.

Study Hours: Freshmen are responsible for planning their activities so as to be able to observe study hours as above. Night classes are considered study hours. Freshmen may return to their rooms after night classes. Study hour rules are:
1. no phone calls
2. no ironing
3. no room visiting

All other students are to respect study hours by remaining away from the Freshman area at 8-10 p.m., Sun-Thurs. Freshmen may leave the hall after study hours.

Rooms: Rooms will be checked regularly by Clare Hall staff anytime after 1 p.m. Beds are to be made, clothing and luggage put away, rooms are to be free (including coke bottles), etc. Residents are not to paint on walls on 3rd floor; on 2nd floor, one can and adhesive hooks may be used.
With these nights of games remaining, inquiries are taking their toll. The newest face on crutches is Mary Arehart of the Fast-Fingered Ladies, who sustained a knee injury Wednesday night in their victory over Wazuri. Your team won, that’s the most important thing, right Mary?

In last Monday night’s games (Feb. 9), B and D’s squashed Fruits 24-6. B. Hill scored 10 points for B and D’s while Karbo, Schroeder, and Lucy each scored 2 for the Fruits. In a close tilt the Fast-Fingered Ladies beat KLMN’s 8-4 as Arehart scored 4 for FFL and Nocton and Perry each had a bucket for the losers. The Bombers downed Schuck’s garden 12-9 with Monnin scoring 8 for the victors while Niesen had 4 for Schuck’s. The Dipshits worked up their first win with a victory over DSA 22-4. B. Fox scored 10 for Dipshits and Mavis W. had all 4 of DSA’s points.

On Feb. 9th, the games started with a blast as B and D’s skunked KLMN’s 22-0 as B. Hill scored 12 points. The Bombers beat Wazuri 15-8. Monnin scored 6 for the winners and K. Watkins had 6 for Wazuri. The Fast Fingered Ladies slipped by Fruits 10-5. Arehart and McKenzie each scored 4 for FFL while Lucy and Mary each had 2 for Fruits. Schucks chalked up another win this time over DSA 10-8. Niesen had 8 for Schucks and Watson scored 6 for DSA.

Wednesday night the pace again started fast as B and D’s tore up DSA 28-4. B. Hill scored 20 points for B and D’s and Mavis W. had all the loser’s points. The Fast Fingered Ladies, who haven’t lost since the opener against B and D’s, beat Wazuri 12-6. McKenzie scored 4 for FFL while Linda, Janice, and Teresa each had a bucket for Wazuri. KLMN’s won over B.S. Bombers 6-1. Perry poured in 4 of KLMN’s points while Jean S. scored the Bombers lone point. In the final game Dipshits won their second game over the winless Fruits 22-4. D. Bruns scored 4 for Fruits while MKG poured in 12 points for Dipshits.

B and D’s are now strong favorites to go all the way, maybe even be undefeated. That’s if they all stay healthy; let’s hope no one else gets injured. Wednesday, Feb. 18th, there will not, WILL NOT, be any intramurals because of a Women’s Varsity Basketball game against Earlham in the Clare Hall gym. All are welcome.

STANDINGS

1. B and D’s 5-0
2. Fast Fingered Ladies 5-1
3. Schuck’s Garden 4-1
4. B.S. Bombers 3-2
5. Dipshits 2-3
6. Wazuri 2-3
7. KLMN’s 2-4
8. DSA 1-4
9. Fruits 0-6

by HB

Coming February 20, 21 and 22
an intimate production
of Jean-Paul Sartre’s
NO EXIT

Last Monday three games were played, but we could not ... dig up the scores, so you’ll have to settle with who won the games. Pit lost to Jamaican Holiday in a close one, The Dudes fell to the Marbles and I Eta Thai rolled over The Truckers.

Sunday saw a fighting 1 East team give Wazuri all they wanted, but finally fell 56-46. Vic lead the winners with 19 as Slick and Jackson added 8. Cannon hit 25 for 1 East.

Omars Tent Makers beat the Truckers 49-33 in the next game. Wayne canned 15 as McBride hit 10 for Omars. Ekstein and Pangallo each hit 10 for the losers.

In a rematch, Pit changed the verdict of their last game and beat the Holiday in a high scoring contest 27-24. Scotty and Jimmy Meyer shared game high honors with 9 apiece.

Next, All the Marbles clipped 1 Eta Thai 51-38. Mack and Ollier hit 11 and Chavis 9 for the victors. Boone and Woodard each canned 10 and Cochran 9 for the losers.

White Lightning partied too much on Saturday night and couldn’t get up in time on Sunday and forfeited to the Dudes.


Then the Marbles had another scare as it took ’em an overtime to get by Pit 56-55. Stockraham hit 19 and Kalberer 14 for the winners. Barrett hit 19, Scotty 14 and Nocton 10 for Pit.

Next, Omars Tent Makers got by I Eta Thai once again 50-47. Wayne hit 16 for Omars and Joe canned 17 and Jeff 12 for the losers.


Then the Marbles downed the Holiday 52-33. Chavis hit 12 and Ollier 10 for the Marbles. Lynard nailed 15 and Meyer 10 for the Holiday.

Next Omars Tent Makers downed the Truckers 49-39, George hit a career high 24 for the Tent Makers. Starling and Pangallo each 10 for the Truckers.

In the last game Wazuri and I Eta Thai squared off and in a carbon copy of their earlier game. I Eta Thai came out on top again 51-45. Big Joe and Woodard each hit 11 and Boone 9 for the winners. Wazuri was led by Vic’s 12, Meyers 11 and Jackson’s 10.

Also, the ballots are out to two team captain’s of each division, Commissioner Schroth and this reporter for the all league team. Results will be printed next week. Sundays game between I Eta Thai v the Dudes has been cancelled till Monday Feb. 23 at 9. All the Marbles v 1 East will move up to 3 on Sunday.

STANDINGS

Division A
All the Marbles 10-0 Omars Tent Makers 8-1
All the Young Dudes 7-3 I Eta Thai 8-3
Pit 4-6 Wazuri 5-4
Jamaican Holiday 3-7 Truckers 2-7
White Lightning 0-10 1 East 1-7

Game of the Week: Omars Tent Makers v Wazuri.
Sunday at 2:00

Later,
Mellow
COME CLEAN!

When the game is on and your friends about, 
And you could put your rival out 
By a trick that's mean but wouldn't be seen, 
Come clean, my lad, come clean!

When exams are called and you want to pass, 
And you know how you could lead your class, 
But the plan's not square, you know its mean; 
Come clean, my lad, come clean!

With the boss away, you've a chance to shirk, 
Not lose your pay-not have to work, 
He'll neither fire you nor vent his spleen; 
Come clean, my lad, come clean!

When you're all alone and no one about, 
And not a soul could find it out, 
And you're tempted to do a thing that's obscene; 
Come clean, my lad, come clean!

For a home awaits, and a girl that's true, 
And a church and state have need of you, 
They must have your best - on you they lean; 
Come clean, my lad, come clean!

---from: 

Lines to Live By

***************

Carbon Crossword

All fill-ins can be found in your local campus directory. Answers to be published next week.

DOWN
2. exams will ---- your mind
3. fe, ---, fo, fum
4. antisocial person who lives in forest; also Dean of Student Services
5. homonym for letter "C"
6. mink ----
9. award given to actors (TV)
11. caused by contact with fire; alias "Bonzo"
15. Lynard might call you a ----
16. wild animal; answers to "Bonnie"
19. extra tire
20. what your horse eats

ACROSS
1. ---- slang for organ
2. describes type of cuisine; type of kissing; plays for Wazuri
5. male secretion
6. Chinese laborer; flunked out last semester
7. name of Peanuts character
10. name carries sexual connotation; lives on 3-East
12. worthless inhabitant of Pit; girlfriend says he kisses like one
13. ---- naked; lives in White House
14. type of heavy artillery; also has red neck
17. what you say when goosed; IUPUI student
18. brand of aluminum foil; also A.D. on campus

---from: Carbon Applause:

-Woody's cognitive dissonance
-Students at College Council
-Clem's Courtship - is it soup yet?
-Women's 13-ball victory - 67 pts!
-Basketball spectators
-Dr. Adams
-D.T.P. - Damn Theatre People

---from: Carbon Hisses:

-Musical beds on 3-Main
-Saga & Salt peter
-Red Velvet Necktie
-Chlorinated water
-Mono (eh ... Baze?)
From The Masses:

Among the several points Mr. Kruma chose to criticize in a recent letter was a reference to a "hotel" atmosphere on campus. I assume that he is critical of the college renting its unused facilities, including empty residence hall rooms.

As campus director of facilities scheduling, I wish to point out that in 1963, prior to the purchase of the former Stokely property, the college's total enrollment was 827 students. Between two years the college acquired the former Park School property, now situated in the center of the campus.

These two property acquisitions nearly doubled the campus' size, from 64 to 114 acres, and added numerous buildings in need of serious repair and maintenance. Two new structures were added on these properties—Doyle Hall and the Library.

My primary point is that Marian now has the approximate identical enrollment as in 1963, with nearly twice the acreage and a total of 22 buildings to maintain.

It is incomprehensible to me that anyone would question the college for exercising positive management by attempting to minimize costs through various economy measures and to maximize income through facilities' rental.

Last year, outside "business" generated $100,000 in gross receipts for the college. It is precisely because of this type activity that student costs are kept to a minimum among private institutions, another fact cited by Mr. Kruma.

In conclusion, plant management and fiscal accountability at Marian College are more sound than our state institutions of higher education have demonstrated. Marian's students are receiving services in direct line with the funds generated by the college's current enrollment. How could it be otherwise?

Paul G. Fox

I would like to thank everyone for their response on the Extension of Visitation Hours. The student support on the referendums, polls, and finally at the College Council meeting on Tuesday was fantastic.

I hope that many of you have not already forgotten that the policy has not passed yet, but must wait for the final vote in March. With a month's delay, much has yet to be accomplished by the Committee under Student Board and we ask for your support and enthusiasm. The policy must pass and we need your help!

The Committee on the Guest Hours Policy appreciates your backing, and I appreciate the Committee's work. Mosby, I'd like to thank John Klemen-chairman, Mike Heim, Mary Clare, Vickie Hennessy, Stan Krekeler, Elaine Rohe and our Student Board advisor, Dr. Adams. They put so much work in the proposal, I wish everyone could realize the time and effort spent. It is so rewarding to work with such a group of people.

Thanks again,
Elaine Luthman

The Carbon staff believes Elaine Luthman's name should be included with the others. We would not have pulled through without her 'inexhaustible knowledge.' Thanks Elaine for a hell of a job!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

There will be a Euchre Tournament sponsored by Clare Hall beginning Monday, February 16; All faculty and staff members, day students, and Clare and Doyle Hall residents are invited to participate. Sign-up sheets are posted in Clare Hall (by the Notable Doyle Hall (desk), Mailroom, and Perc. Please sign-up in teams of two. You will be contacted Monday Feb. 16 as to who your opponents will be.

The tourney will be played over a period of successive weeks, with one set (best 2 out of 3 games) played per week. Weeks are designated as Monday thru Sunday. The winning team should contact Patty Huffman (ext. 413) as to who their new opponents will be. It will be the players responsibility to designate a time in which they can get together and play their set. Trophies will be awarded to the winners. For further Information contact: Patty Huffman (ext.413)

The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man In The Moon

Marigolds WAS a warm sensitive drama by Paul Zindel. Ever hear of it? Haven't?

Well, it WAS last Friday, Saturday, and Sunday in the Marian Hall Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. and you missed it. Actually, curtain time was 8:10 because we decided to hold the curtain for those individuals who decided at the last minute there was nothing better to do.

They had already seen all the reruns of those Doris Day, Rock Judson flicks, their popcorn poppers had blown up and caused a city wide blackout in Tanawana, Michigan, and everyone was bored with talking about everyone else, so they looked at their monthly horoscope and decided it was their safest option.

You say you didn't know there was a show? How shameful, no one told you? Why someone must have torn down all those publicity posters that were plastered on the walls. Evidently those strange theatre people forgot to tell anyone about it. Odd!

The Carbon and Phoenix must have been liquidated by the Censure Board, that explains why no one read the publicity articles. Those are the only plausible explanations one can offer for such a momentous oversight.

Why, the theatre department has such tremendous support from their fellow students and such a well rounded intelligent group of young adults. It's a pleasure performing for an interested enthusiastic audience.

I would like to thank those 20% (don't quote my statistics) of the Marian college population for attending. Oh my, but how did they know?

Well, I heard the tooth fairy left notes under people's pillows with a dime after they lost their teeth in a misfortunate epidemic of people mistaking empty Stroh bottles for chocolate eclairs, I don't believe it. I can see mistaking an impty Stroh's bottle for a pickle, but a chocolate eclair? It must have been a plot by the DTP organization to force an audience to the theatre.

Fortunately for us, and we should be grateful we did have an audience. I mean there are so many social activities going on, we certainly have our pick and choose, and my the weather was lovely, wasn't
it? and to think we were blessed by the presence of an audience. I swear we were. (J'M') I way them. I counted them, it tolk me thirty seconds, (I'm slow at arithmetic) on my hands. Ah, o k I admit I had to take off my shoes, but what I want to know is, what happened to everyone else.

Further explanations issued forth, which I do not believe.

A. 80% of Marian College students are illiterate.
B. All the Catholic went Kung Fu and went into 72 hours of prayer and meditation.
C. Majority doesn't give a damn (that I don't want to believe)

After many hours of probing my mind for answers and sleuthing about as Hercule Peiriot, evidence proved C. to be the culprit for that hollowing echo of emptiness in the auditorium last weekend.

Sad, but true, the majority doesn't care, the majority isn't mature or educated enough to appreciate the fine art of theatre for its intellectual and aesthetic values.

Yes, I must admit that I am rather blunt, malicious, and presumptuous in my statements, but this is a free press and I'm revealing my free, sincere, and offended feelings on the subject.

Any individual who has ever been in a production understands the hard work, long hours and many frustrations put into a show. The performance is the result of their striving and it is their contribution to humanity. People who love theatre, love theatre because it is so real to life. It enables man to communicate to one another and gain deeper understanding.

Theatre doesn't exist for the actor, producer, writer, or any particular group. An actor doesn't stand on stage to please himself, if he doesn't have an audience he has no purpose. Theatre is an experience to be shared by all so that we may gain essence and insight together.

I can only say I am saddened to see man so apathetic and alienated from mankind.

P.S. To those individuals who attended Sunday night performance after mistaking our performance for a burlesque comedy and laughed through out many touching and serious moments, thank you for coming, but it upsets me terribly that you have neither the intelligence nor the sensitivity to grasp meaning from a fine dramatic piece of literature. I thought you were extremely immature in your behavior. I have second graders sit through children theatre performances with greater intensity and appreciation; if your mind lacks the capacity for excessive thinking and probing, you could at least play it smart and pretend you understand and learn a little manners.

D.H.